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On April 12, 2017, some 200 community members, including
60 new citizens who were sworn in, and their friends and family
attended the first Surrey Community Citizenship Ceremony at
Surrey City Hall. This special ceremony was organized by Surrey
LIP in partnership with Immigration Refugee and Citizenship
Canada and the Institute for Canadian Citizenship.
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Moving Forward
With Innovation

Message
From Co-Chairs

In 2017, we began our fourth year of the Surrey
Local Immigration Partnership. New projects
were put into action as we forged ahead with
the implementation of both our Refugee and
Immigrant Integration Strategies. We are excited by the unprecedented innovation and collaboration shown by our partners over the last
year. Whether joining forces to host events for
Surrey Newcomer Employment Week or creating dialogues between Indigenous and refugee
youth, we have both built new relationships
and strengthened existing ones. Our community truly is becoming more connected!
We are incredibly grateful to the members of
the Local Immigration Partnership Committee,
LIP Working Groups, Immigrant Advisory Committee, and Refugee Youth Team. It is with their
dedication and support that we can achieve our
vision that “Everyone in Surrey Belongs!”

Judy Villeneuve,
Councillor,
City of Surrey
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Anita Huberman,
CEO, Surrey Board
of Trade
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An Emotional
Exchange
Surrey Youth groups come together to
develop support and strength through an
intercultural dialogue

T

ears were shed, friendships formed and new
connections discovered during a unique intercultural exchange held at the Kwantlen First
Nation Cultural Building in Fort Langley, B.C. on
January 27, 2018. Sponsored by Surrey LIP in
partnership with the Fraser Region Aboriginal Friendship
Centre Association (FRAFCA) and funded by Community
Foundations of Canada and Immigration, Refugees and
Citizenship Canada, the event was the third in a series of
dialogues between two distinct groups of Surrey residents
— Indigenous and refugee youth. Although these young
people come from very different cultural backgrounds, they
share some traits in common — both are part of growing populations in Surrey and both have experiences with
colonization, displacement and trauma.
Event planning was handled by the FRAFCA Indigenous
Youth Cultural Group and the Surrey Refugee Youth Team,
which brainstormed over several weeks. The format was
experiential — 33 refugee youths and 15 Indigenous
youths took part in a traditional Kwantlen First Nation
ceremony led by hereditary Chief Marilyn Gabriel and her
family. The session gave refugee youths a chance to learn
firsthand about the culture of the Kwantlen First Nation,
while Indigenous youth gained insights into the refugee
youths’ journey to Surrey.
The day-long session began with a welcoming ceremony
that included drumming and singing and the calling of
witnesses. This was followed by a Sacredness of Women
workshop that featured a talk on traditional teaching and
how colonization has affected Indigenous women.
Next was a mapping exercise that illustrated the far-flung
countries from where the refugee youths had come, such
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> as Afghanistan, Syria, India, Iraq, Liberia and Myanmar. This

portion of the session allowed the two youth groups to discuss
common themes in their experiences.
Nargis Babrakzai, a 20-year-old member of the Surrey Refugee
Youth Planning Team who hails from Afghanistan, was moved
by the story of the Aboriginal women who have been killed while
traveling on B.C.’s Highway 16, the so-called Highway of Tears. “It
touched my heart,” says Babrakzai,
“because the same sort of thing
is happening in my country. There
is war and people are losing their
family members.”

A discussion period followed. Dacious Richardson, 20, a member
of the Surrey Refugee Youth Team, who was raised in war-torn
Liberia, admits he was “a bit shocked” to learn of the harsh treatment that Indigenous people endured because it did not match
his image of Canada as “a peaceful place where people get along.”
Richardson felt “a sadness” when the youths expressed their
thoughts after the blanket interplay, but he says, “I could feel a
real connection between the people in the room.”

“It was a deeper experience than I originally
thought it would be.
There was sharing of
personal stories and a
lot of tears.”

Richardson was also impressed
by the afternoon’s closing comments, delivered by Kevin Kelly,
husband of Chief Marilyn Gabriel,

whose message was that “We should not
After a break for a meal of turkey, rice,
forget the past, but we should also forgive
vegetables and Middle Eastern dips and
and try to join together and move the counbreads, the entire assembly participated in
—Jeska Slater, Indigenous
try forward.”
a Kairos Blanket Exercise. The two-hour,
Youth Coordinator
role-playing and discussion activity, which
Indigenous Youth Coordinator Jeska Slater
was created two decades ago in response
was surprised by the emotional impact of the session. “It was a
to the Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples,
deeper experience than I originally thought it would be. There was
is intended to raise awareness and understanding of Aboriginal
sharing of personal stories and a lot of tears.” Slater also apprecipeoples’ history in Canada.
ated the way that both youth groups were afforded a glimpse into
the worldview of the Kwantlen Nation and could experience their
The activity began with the entire floor covered with blankets
culture in a tangible way.
representing the territory of the Indigenous peoples before the
arrival of Europeans. Everyone became involved as they stepped
onto the blankets and into the role of First Nations, Inuit and later Jennifer Basu, Project Consultant with Surrey LIP, felt that the
event was a success and says there are plans to do something
Métis people, only to watch the blankets be folded up as Indigsimilar in the future. “The whole day made a major impression on
enous people lose their land, are killed in conflicts or smallpox
me: the generosity and openness of the Kwantlen First Nation,
epidemics, and are moved from one reserve to another or to
the skills and strength of the youth, the willingness for everyone
residential schools. Participants also read aloud testimonies of
in the room to be vulnerable. It was very emotional, but I left feelAboriginal peoples: “My grandmother told me that we could not
ing hopeful about our future.”
speak our language or be beaten.”
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Building Better Bridges

Community and business organizations join forces to raise the profile of
immigrants and refugees as a valuable talent pool for employers

Organized by the Surrey Local Immigration Partnership (LIP) in collaboration with
the Surrey Board of Trade and Immigrant
Employment Council of B.C., the slate
of activities included job fairs, networking sessions, skills-building workshops
and employer-hosted open houses, all
intended to provide opportunities for
newcomers to connect with employers
and learn more about the resources available to advance their job search. All told,
more than 1,200 people participated.
The planning process began in spring
2017 when Surrey LIP assembled a
working group that adopted a grass-roots
inclusive approach. All the employment
service providers in Surrey were invited to
join and meetings sometimes had more
than 20 members.

B

uilding better bridges between service providers, employers and immigrant
job seekers was the impetus behind the creation of Surrey Newcomer Employment Week (Surrey NEW), an ambitious initiative that brought together
more than 20 community and business groups in the staging of 33 separate
events from October 20 to October 27, 2017.
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The working group identified employers
as the prime target audience of Surrey
NEW. “A big part of this initiative was to
raise awareness on the benefits that immigrants bring to our economy and workforce,” notes Olga Shcherbyna, Surrey
LIP Coordinator and Social Planner with
the City of Surrey, Another plank in that
strategy, a Share A Story campaign was
also launched in which employers and
immigrants were invited to share personal stories on social media about how
companies have benefitted from hiring
immigrants. The stories can be viewed on
the Surrey LIP website at: http://surreylip.
ca/surrey-lip-blog.
Patrick MacKenzie, CEO of the Immigrant
Employment Council of B.C. (IEC-BC), a
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> provincial group whose mandate is to work with employers to
connect them with immigrant talent, felt that the Surrey
NEW initiative was “a great way to highlight the way that the
community supports immigrant integration.”

There were several innovative workshops held during
the week, including a mock
interview session with human
resource professionals and
hiring managers that was
hosted by the Applied Science
Technologists & Technicians
of B.C. Another
one, hosted by
IEC-BC, featured
a speed networking session where
15 immigrants
spoke with five
different employers for 10
minutes each.

“People are amazing wherever
you go, and when they come to
this country, they bring their culture, new ways of thinking and lots
of other things we could tie into –
both personally and on behalf of
the company.”

“It was an opportunity to meet folks,
make connections and help them learn
how to navigate our system,” says
Catherine Ludgate, Manager of Community Investment at Vancity. “The two
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MacKenzie says that at IEC-BC there is now
an emphasis on finding meaningful employment for immigrants and not just work. As he
points out, a lack of accepted credentials is a
major stumbling block for some in finding
the type of work for which they are best
suited. “We’d like to change the focus from
credentials to competencies and work to
help employers
and immigrants to
understand that
shift in mindset. An
engineer may not be
able to practice in
B.C., but that doesn’t
mean he has to
sweep floors.”
There is evidence
that the buzz
generated by the
event has paid off.
Shcherbyna notes that in recent
months Surrey LIP has been “contacted by a number of employers
asking for help to find immigrants
for a job that they have.”

Vancity, Canada’s
largest community credit union
and one of the week’s main sponsors, hosted open houses at two of its
branches that attracted a total of 40
newcomers. Vancity was seeking possible employees with an interest and
background in finance. The candidates
at the open house were able to ask
questions of everyone from the bank
tellers to the bank managers. Representatives from Vancity’s HR department were also on hand to offer tips on
how to conduct oneself in interviews
and the most effective ways to apply
for jobs.
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branches thought it was a smashing success. There were some
great conversations and we’re now looking to do this sort of thing
on a regular basis.”

—Wayne Marsden, Workforce Manager,
PCL Constructors Westcoast Inc.,
#ShareYourStory contributor
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The week concluded with a reception at Surrey City Hall, which was
attended by about 100 people
from all walks of life, including city
officials, employers, immigrants
and organizers. The festive atmosphere, which was enhanced
by the musical stylings of a jazz
combo, was ebullient. “I sensed
a real energy in the room,” says
Patrick MacKenzie. “Not the sort
of self-congratulatory feeling that
you see at some of these types of
events, but a genuine excitement,
a real sense that Surrey was on to
something with this.”
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Steering Committee
Member Organizations

These are the organizations that provide
leadership direction to the Surrey Local
Immigration Partnership

City of Surrey
Surrey Board of Trade
Alexandra Neighbourhood House
Applied Science Technologists
& Technicians of BC
Association of Neighbourhood
Houses of BC
Chartered Professionals in Human
Resources
City of Surrey, Human Resources
City of Surrey, Social Planning
(contract manager)
City of Surrey, Parks, Recreation &
Culture
DIVERSEcity Community Resources
Society
Douglas College, Training Group
Fraser Health Authority, Community
Health Services
Fraser Health Authority, Population and
Public Health
Immigrant Employment Council of BC
Immigrant Services Society of BC
Kwantlen Polytechnic University
MOSAIC
Muslim Food Bank
Oak Avenue Neighbourhood Hub Society
Options Community Services Society
Pacific Community Resources Society
Progressive Intercultural Community
Services
SFU Surrey
Sources Community Resources Society
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Surrey Delta Service Centre
Surrey Interfaith Council
Surrey Libraries
Surrey School District #36
Surrey RCMP
Umoja Operation Compassion Society
UNITI
Vancity
YMCA

2017 Surrey Immigration Stats
43%

of Surrey’s
population is
composed of
immigrants

=

7,200

48%

new immigrants
settle in Surrey
annually

18%

of refugee
claimants
that arrived
in BC in 2017
live in Surrey

=

220,155
of all Government-Assisted
Refugees that
arrived in BC
in 2017 settled
in Surrey

228

Source: Census 2016 and ISS of BC bulletins

Immigration Advisory
Round Table Members

Refugee Youth Planning
Team Members

Mohammad Ali, Co-chair
Drastant Mehta, Co-chair
Mayyadah al-Ani
Wafa al-Jabiri
Muna Amir
Khaleda Banu
Nina Bazie
Faisal Durrani
Preeti Hiro
Kue K’nyawmupoe
Robert Lin
Rehab Marghany
Piyush Mehta
Aydin Nozhat
Pranjali Wadkar
Lily Yang

Asaad Alareed
Ayat Al Krad
Dacious Richardson
Kue K’nyawmupoe
Lama Almasameh
Mumtaz Sultan
Nargis Babrakzai
Sachin Bhandari
Shalini Bhandari
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What We Are Doing

Surrey LIP developed two immigrant and refugee integration strategies. Each policy
has key strategic directions focusing on services, community, youth, employment and
income, and leadership. Here are selected projects that Surrey LIP led last year as
a part of our implementation plans.

Accessible Services

Engaged Community

More than 30 meetings were held in 20172018 with service providers to improve
communication and collaboration and ensure
that immigrants to Surrey have ready access
to the services, support and information they
need. We have established two new working
groups that bring together youth and employment service providers.

Many community projects were launched
in 2017 to celebrate Canada 150! Members
of the Surrey LIP and Immigrant Advisory
Round Table (IAR) were invited to put their
artistic talents to the test in the creation of
a painted tile mural that will be displayed in
Newton Town Centre. The IAR also hosted
monthly inclusive City Cafés at City Centre,
where residents are invited to meet and
discuss topics of interest to the community.

Thriving Youth

Meaningful Employment

Options Refugee Youth Literacy Project is
more than just an English class — students
learn new vocabulary and essential skills
through themes they can relate to, such as
dealing with bullies and learning how to
budget and shop smart. This innovative program is funded by the Community Foundations of Canada and HSBC, awarded through
Surrey LIP.

More than 10 city departments, including
Surrey Libraries, participated in the first City
of Surrey Career Fair for Newcomers that
occurred during Surrey NEW. The departments were represented by their managers
and staff members, who spent three hours
volunteering their time and offering career
planning tips and job search strategies to
Library Champions – newcomer volunteers
with Surrey Libraries.

Sustainable Leadership
In April 2017, Surrey LIP organized a meeting
between members of the Surrey LIP Committee and Ahmed Hussen, Minister of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship. Several
topics were discussed, ranging from long
waiting lists for English language classes in
Surrey to the City’s advocacy efforts to eliminate the transportation loan for refugees.
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Surrey LIP Team
Aileen Murphy, City of Surrey
Olga Shcherbyna, City of Surrey
Ashleigh Rajala, City of Surrey
Jenn Basu, Consultant
June Liu, Consultant

